Pelvic lymphadenectomy and radical cystectomy for transitional cell carcinoma of the bladder with pelvic nodal disease.
Past and present methods of treatment for patients with stage D1 (T1-4 N+ MO) transitional cell cancer of the urinary bladder have proved to be largely ineffective. This report on 57 patients with stage D1 disease confirms this impression and demonstrates that radical operation alone is associated with a 5-year survival rate of only 10%. Survival is related to tumour grade and to the number of pelvic lymph nodes involved; furthermore, complete lymphadenectomy may contribute to improved patient survival. Effective treatment programmes for stage D1 bladder cancer are lacking and efforts should be directed toward developing treatment protocols that combine radical cystectomy and meticulous pelvic node dissection with an effective adjuvant systemic treatment programme.